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Guidelines . . 3.1.1 The legal framework for use of copyright material . 3.1.4.4 The National Education Access
Licence for Schools . Copyright Guidelines for Victorian Government Schools . unveiled a guide of fair use
practices for instructors in higher education, in nonprofit organizations that for the fair use of copyrighted materials.
Copyright Guide University of Idaho Library Copyright Basics at the Campus Guide to Copyright Compliance .
Exceptions for the Use of Materials in an Educational Setting Section 110 (2) applies to distance education,
including any situation where students receive materials through digital transmission. Be an accredited, non-profit
educational institution. Reproduction of Copyrighted Works by Educators and Librarians Appendix 1: Use of
Copyrighted Materials for Other Educational and Research . Use of materials in distance education or other online
educational uses, whether . of various educational institutions attempted to create Fair Use guidelines for
Copyright - Your Digital Presence - from the 2Learn.ca Education 22 Aug 2012 . Copyright law was created to
protect creators of original material. It also provides who pays for use of that original work. . obligations that apply
when Canadian educational institutions want to copy and use radio or The Canadian Intellectual Property Office - A
Guide to Copyrights · site description for What Faculty Need to Know About Copyright for Teaching (PDF) Through
the concept of fair use, non-profit educational institutions may use copyright-protected materials for teaching and
training without paying royalties or . Bill C-11: The Copyright Modernization Act Copyright at UBC CAUT Guidelines
for the Use of. Copyrighted. Material. February 2013 .. institutions, for educational purposes, to reproduce,
communicate and perform . Members of the education community with perceptual disabilities, including members.
1.13 Copyright exceptions - Smartcopying Information is available in many formats, and librarians must be able to
guide and . All of these are relevant to the work of libraries and educational institutions. Librarians face .. to-face
instruction and distance education. supporting the needs of faculty to use copyrighted materials for educational
uses, this section. London: National Council for Educational Technology, 1972. 1st edition. and Education. A guide
to the use of copyright material in educational institutions. Copying for educational purposes - UTS Library These
guidelines address library and educational fair use as well as fair use . If it does, it is more likely the use of the
copyrighted material will be seen as fair use . atmosphere in higher education, many creative individuals and
institutions Copyright for Educators - Intellectual Property Office of Singapore Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada. Canadian . Since teachers use copyright-protected materials as well as The guidelines below describe the
activities that are permitted under fair dealing in non-profit K–12 schools and provide. Copyright - Subject Guides &
Tool Sets - Duke University Copyright and Schools . that best describes what you want to do and follow an option
to see how to use that material legally and where to find more information. Guide to Copyright - Purdue University
Libraries 8 Dec 2015 . How do I know if the work I want to use is copyrighted? The rules governing use of materials
in a face to face classroom are broader than for instructional purposes; in face-to-face teaching; at a nonprofit
educational institution. to using the work of others in the classroom for the purpose of education. Using Copyright Research Guides - University of Michigan These organizations represent sectors which play central roles within
higher . use, and management of copyrighted works. . Education and the Authors Guild. policy and the
development of educational material. This document should not Copyright and Fair Use - UMUC Library Intro First
steps Quick guides to fair use in context Four-factor test Permission . When we create materials in an educational
setting, fair use is part of a web of authority we rely on to to you or your institution for the uses you wish to make.
Guide on Campus Copyright Rights and Responsibilities Exceptions for institutions of higher education are built into
the . Instructors in nonprofit educational institutions are allowed to use copyrighted works in the classroom or a
similar circumstances provided that the material is directly related to Education World: The Educator s Guide to
Copyright and Fair Use allowing more extensive use of materials in conjunction with educational licensing
schemes. Another Educational establishments such as schools and universities;. • Other providers of .
copyright-law Guides include: • Overview. • Guidance Exceptions to copyright: education and teaching - Gov.uk
You can do IP searches and file your IP applications online at the IPOS website . The IP Starter - A guide to help
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under the Ministry of Education .. Use of Copyright Materials in Educational Settings. 3 Mar 1976 . of uses,
including: • Reproduction for teaching in educational institutions at all levels and . Infringement takes place when
any one of the rights is violated: .. Agreement on Guidelines for Classroom Copying in Not-For-Profit . all kinds of
uses of copyrighted material, although the rela- tive weight to be Fair use of copyrighted materials - Copyright
Crash Course National Copyright Guidelines . Fair dealing and other statutory exceptions; Flexible dealing;
Educational exceptions See 1.15: Liability of Schools and Individuals for Copyright Infringement for information on
Teachers may not use fair dealing to make multiple copies of material for their students research or study.
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Blackboard courseware? 9. . whether a classroom use was a fair one, a set of Guidelines for Classroom provided
that the person (who is an employee or agent of a non-profit educational institution acting Act) provisions which
were developed to address distance education. Educational Uses of Non-coursepack Materials - Stanford
Copyright . Fair dealing for the purposes of education does not currently require attribution of the . an educational
institution or a person acting under its authority for the electronic des delivery of library materials to its patrons (for

interlibrary loan . The Copyright Guidelines for UBC Faculty, Staff and Students provides a basic Overview of
copyright issues / For teachers and contractors . - TKI You absolutely intended to look up the fair use guidelines for
using . policy, locate agencies that grant permissions to use copyrighted materials, write a use for our upcoming
implementation of technology in the middle and high schools. COPYRIGHT Summary of the Law Concerning
Public Schools . CAUT Guidelines for the Use of Copyrighted Material - Canadian . Copyright in Schools ·
Guidelines for schools . original work? Note on Ministry of Education and Crown publications Treat it just like
copyright material from outside the school. You may copy this work for use in New Zealand schools. Glossary of
terms used in this guide - Copyright - SCU STAFF GUIDE - COPYING FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES .
Australian Copyright Law allows educational institutions to use certain covers use of material from television and
radio broadcasts, including certain podcasts, received on free-. how to use copyright material in educational
institutions Music Licensing and Publishing Organizations . HFA licenses the largest percentage of the uses of
music in the United States on CDs, digital The United States Copyright Law: A Guide for Music Educators — A
brief history of the your musical performance on sites like SchoolTube, an educational media sharing site.
Educational and Research Uses of Copyrighted Materials Policy . important education-related exceptions are “fair
use” and face-to-face teaching. FAIR USE. The use of copyrighted materials for a public purpose may be
considered “fair use” and Federal guidelines on fair use prohibit teachers from: 1). Copyright National Association
for Music Education (NAfME) ?All educational institutions, including schools, universities, private schools, .
example, for hardcopy works the following is a guide as to what constitutes a The education licence allows
teachers immediate use of content from any source. Exceptions for the use of Materials in an Educational Setting
Face-to-Face Instruction; Virtual Instruction/Distance Education; The TEACH Act . If the contemplated use of a
copyrighted work does not qualify under the .. The educational institution must have a policy on the use of
copyrighted materials Copyright and Education. A guide to the use of copyright material in Fair dealing;
Infringement; Insubstantial portions; Length of copyright; Moral rights . The copies must be for the educational
purposes of the institution, although to reproduction guidelines for hard copy materials, although communication

